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Abstract. We present an operator approach to the description of photon polarization, based on 
Wigner's concept of elementary relativistic systems. The theory of unitary representations of the 
Poincarb group, and of parity, is exploited to construct spinlike operators acting on the 
polarization states of a photon at each fixed energy momentum. The nontrivial topological 
features of these representations relevant for massless particles, and the departures from the 
treatment of massive finite spin representations are highlighted and addressed. 
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1. Introduction 

In the framework of relativistic quantum mechanics, elementary systems are described 
by unitary irreducible representations (UIR's) of the proper orthochronous in- 
homogeneous Lorentz group, or Poincar~ group .¢~[1]. This is the symmetry group of 
special relativistic space-time. The adjective 'elementary' here implies that for such 
systems every physical observable can in principle be constructed as a function of the 
operators implementing the transformations of ~.  However, as is well known, not all 
the mathematically constructible UIR's of ~ are physically acceptable. Only the finite 
mass, finite spin UIR's containing positive time-like energy momenta and the positive 
lightlike energy momentum finite helicity UIR's, are realized in nature. These two 
classes of UIR's are closely linked to the rotation subgroup S0(3) of the homogeneous 
Lorentz group S0(3, 1), and to an E(2) subgroup of S0(3, I), respectively. UIR's of 

containing space-like energy momenta and the light like continuous spin or infinite 
heticity UIR's, are unphysical [2]. 

On account of the special role played by the SO(3) subgroup in the time-like UIR's, 
there is a clean kinematic separation between orbital and spin angular momenta 
in these representations, Indeed the concept of spatial position is well-defined [3], 
and all the generators of ~ can be built up as functions of kinematically independent 
position, momentum and spin operators. Moreover in these UIR's of ~ ,  action by 
the parity operator P can be accommodated without any enlargement of the repre- 
sentation space. Many of these simplifying features can also be linked to the fact 
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that the coset space SO(3, 1)/S0(3) (equivalently SL(2,C)/SU(2)) is ~3 which is 
topologically trivial. 

In the lightlike finite helicity UIR's of ~ ,  such as one uses to describe photons, the 
situation is markedly different in many respects. Here the role of SO(3) is taken over by 
the E(2) subgroup mentioned earlier, and this is not directly linked to transformations 
on space alone. Moreover the coset space S0(3, 1)/E(2) is topologically nontrivial. For 
these reasons, there is no longer a clear cut kinematic separation of anything analogous 
to spin from variables related to space [4]. Indeed for nonzero helicity even position in 
space is not a well-defined physical observable; and the parity operator P cannot be 
defined within such a UIR of ~.  

On the other hand, beginning with classical optics, the treatment of the polarization 
states of a plane electromagnetic wave, and its extension to the possible polarization states 
of a single photon, are both physically very well founded. In polarization optics per se, 
intensity preserving linear optical systems-rotators, birefringent media, quarter wave 
plates, half-wave plates, etc. are effectively treated as realizing various elements of an SU(2) 
or U(2) group acting on the two-dimensional complex linear space of polarization states 
[5]. However, from the point of view of the theory of elementary systems, the relevant 
UIR's o f ~  lead only to a single polarization state, helicity + 1 corresponding to right or left 
circular polarization respectively and helicity is relativistically invariant. One must bring in 
the action by parity P in an essential manner to connect the states of opposite helicities and 
so create a two-dimensional space of polarization states which allow for the definitions of 
linear polarization, general elliptic polarization etc. 

The purpose of this paper is to examine this complex of questions taking the relevant 
UIR's of ~ as a fundamental starting point. We wish to bring out the essential role of 
parity in this context, something not often emphasized, and develop the necessary 
operator machinery to deal with transformations acting solely on the polarization 
degree of freedom of a photon. Since one deals here ultimately with an irreducible 
representation o f ~  extended by parity, in principle all (physically important) operators 
can be built up out of the generators of ~ ,  finite transformations of ~ where necessary, 
and P. We show that there is an unavoidable momentum dependence in these 
constructions, including in the building up of generators of SU(2) acting on the 
polarization states of a photon at fixed energy-momentum. 

The contents of this paper are arranged as follows. Section 2 sets up basic notational 
conventions for dealing with UIR's of ~,  and includes the statement of the homomor- 
phism from SL(2, C) to the homogeneous Lorentz group. The use of SL(2, C) makes 
later calculations much simpler than otherwise. The algebraic relations involving 
parity, the Casimir invariants for ~ ,  and the structure of the positive energy timelike 
UIR's with finite spin are briefly reviewed for the convenience of the reader and for later 
comparison. In particular the emergence of spin as a separately existing degree of 
freedom in these UIR's, independent of space variables, is emphasized. In § 3 we take up 
the mass zero finite helicity UIR's of ~.. Particular attention is paid to the nontrivial 
topological features that emerge here, as compared to the finite mass case. Alternative 
ways to pass from a standard energy-momentum to a general energy momentum, in 
a singularity-free manner, and the structure of Hilbert space basis vectors including 
their transition rules, are developed. Finally, the doubling of the Hilbert space to 
accommodate parity, a feature absent in the massive case, is described. Section 4 shows 
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how one can construct an SU(2) Lie algebra of operators, in a momentum dependent way, 
to act on the polarization states of a photon for each fixed energy momentum. Here again 
the important role of the parity operator P is seen. This construction too has to be done 
avoiding singularities which would naively occur due to the nontrivial topological features 
involved. What emerges is that there is no universal or global SU(2) lying behind these 
momentum dependent constructions, and at the same time there is considerable freedom in 
the details of the constructions. Section 5 contains some concluding remarks. 

2. Notations and the timelike UIR's  of  

We begin with some notational preliminaries. The Lorentzian metric will be chosen to 
be spacelike, with guy = d i a g ( - 1 ,  1, 1, 1), #, v = 0, 1, 2,3. The two-to-one homomor- 
phism from SL(2, C) to S0(3, 1) is given as follows: 

A~SL(2,  C): AtriA t = A(A)V~tr~, 

Ap.trA ~ = (A(A)p).tr, 

p . a = p ° . l  +p .o ,  

A(A)~SO(3, 1), 

A(A')A(A) = A(A'A). (2.1) 

Here o o = 1 and a are the usual Pauli matrices, and pU is any (real) four-vector. In any 
unitary representation (UR) or UIR of ~ ,  we have ten hermitian generators 
M ~  = - M,u, P ,  obeying the standard commutation relations 

[ M ~ ,  M po] = i(9~pM w - 9vpM ,~ + 9 ~ M  p~ - 9 ~ M  p~), 

[M,~, Pp] = i(9upP ~ - gvpPu), 

[P , ,  P,,] = O. (2.2) 

The six components of M,v generate homogeneous Lorentz transformations and the 
four Pu generate space-time translations. In our work we will also have to deal directly 
with unitary operators U(A) representing finite elements of SL(2, C). Using the split 
notation Mik = ei~tJ ~, Moj = Ki, j, k, l = 1, 2, 3, we have for any real three-vectors at, v 
the identifications 

U(e i,.*/2) = e i~-J ' 

U(e -'~/2) = e "'~, (2.3) 

and the general transformation law for P~ 

U(A)- 'PU iT(A) = A(A)u~PL (2.4) 

Thus if ]p . . . .  > is an eigenstate of the energy momentum operators PU with eigenvalues 
pU, we have the general rule (up to possible phases and normalization) 

tT(A)lp . . . .  > = IP',... >, 

p ' =  A(A)p. (2.5) 
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When the action by parity P is defined, it has the following effects 

P U ( A ) P -  1 = ~ ( A  t -  1), 

p j p -  1 = j ,  

P K P -  1 = _ K, 

pipO, p ) p -  1 = (po, _ p). (2.6) 

For a numerical four-vector p = (pO, p), we shall always write p = (pO, _ O). Then to 
accompany eq. (2.5) we have, when P is defined, 

PIP . . . .  ) = IP . . . .  ). (2.7) 

Given any UR of ~ ,  the Pauli Lubanski pseudo vector W~ is defined by 

W #  = 1- e lL, f v p  p o  
2 °~.vpa a ' '  ~ ' 

Cot23 = + 1, (2.8) 

and is orthogonal to pu. Then the two Casimir invariants for ~ are 

~x = - PuPu, 

c£ 2 = W u W,. (2.9) 

In a UIR of ~ ,  both reduce to numbers. 
The positive energy timelike UIR's may be labelled by the pair {m, s}, where m > 0 is 

the rest mass and s = 0, 1/2, 1 . . . .  the intrinsic spin. The Casimir invariants have the 
values 

{re, s}:  (~1 = m 2 ,  (~2 =m2s( s+ 1). (2.10) 

In this UIR, pu and W" are respectively positive timelike and spacelike four-vectors 
with, however, noncommuting components for W ~ (unless s = 0, when W, vanishes). 
The rest-frame energy-momentum, from which all others in this UIR can be obtained 
by suitable Lorentz transformations, will be written as prO) 

ptO~ = (m, 0, 0, 0). (2.11) 

The corresponding stability subgroup of SL(2, C) is SU(2) 

Ap~O). aA t = p(O). a ¢~ A = a ~ S U (2). (2.12) 

An (ideal) basis of momentum eigenstates for the Hilbert space ,X~( {m, s}) carrying this 
UIR may be built up as follows, starting with the vectors [p ~°), s 3 > describing a spin 
s particle at rest [6]. These vectors are characterized by their behaviour under 
rest-frame rotations, i.e., elements of SU(2): 

aeSU(2):  U(a)[pt°) ,s3)= ~ D(~} ta~l, ~0) s' \ (2.13) s'3sj~ 111" ~ 3 / '  

where D(a) is the unitary matrix representing a~SU(2)  in the (2s + 1)-dimensional spin 
s UIR of SU(2). Going on now to general energy-momentum we have 

p _- (pO, p), pO = (m2 + p2)t/2: 
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IP, s3 ) = U(I(P))[P ~°~, s3 ) ,  sa = s, s - 1 . . . .  , - s, 

1 
l(p) = [2m(m + pO)]1/2 (m + p'a) 

= (p + p~O)).a/[2m( m + pO)]l/2, 

l(p ~°~) = 1, 

l(p)p~°)'trl(p) ~ = p.tr, 

PU[p,s 3 )  = p~lP, S3 ) ,  

(p,,s,alp, s3 ) o. ~3~ , = p  6,;,6 (p - p ) .  (2.14) 

A general vector 10)e~'~({m, s}) has a (2s + 1)-component momentum space wave 
function O~,(P) and squared norm given by 

(p,  salq~ ) = ~b~(p), 

 a?z 
(~blO) = j -~6-  s3 lOs3(p)[2" (2.15) 

The action of/.7(A) on [P, s3 ) for general A e S L ( 2 ,  C) involves the Wigner rotation, an 
element of SU(2) acting on the spin projection s3: 

u ( a ) l p ,  s a ) =  ~ "~ , , D'~;,3(a(p, A))[p, s 3 ), 

p' = A(A)p, 

a(p, A)  = l(p')- 1 A l ( p ) e S U ( 2 ) .  (2.16) 

In case p = p~0) and A e SU(2), we have the simplifications p' = p~O), a(p~O), A) = A, so we 
recover eq. (2.13). 

We notice (as is well known) that the pure Lorentz transformation l(p) given in eq. 
(2.14) is globally well-defined and singularity free for all pe~3 .  Related to this is the fact 
that in the UIR {re, s} of ~ ,  one can introduce well-defined hermitian position, 
momentum and spin operators q, p, S out of which all the generators M,~.  P .  o f ~  can 
be constructed. The nonvanishing fundamental or primitive commutation relations are 

[qj, Pk] = i61k, [S~, S k ] = iejk ,S,. (2.17) 

In the momentum basis subject to the normalization given in eq. (2.14) we have 

q = 2 (p~)2 - 

Starting from the irreducible set q, p, S (where S generate the spin s UIR of SU(2)) we 
can reconstruct the generators of ~ via 

pu = ((m 2 + p2)l/2,p), 

J = q A p + S ,  

1 p A S  
K = ~{pO, q} + _ _  (2.19) 

m + p  o" A-  - 
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Conversely, q, p and S can be recovered from M,v, P, .  This is the so-called Shirokov- 
Foldy form for the generators o f ~  in the UIR {m, s} [7]. (In the massless finite helicity 
UIR's, however, no such clean separation of primitive dynamical variables and 
generators is possible). The action of parity, P, can be taken to be 

Pip, s3) = r/lp, s3), (2.20) 

where t /=  _+ 1 is the intrinsic parity. No enlargement of the representation space 
o~f'({m, s}) is needed, and we have consistency with eqs. (2.6) and (2.7). 

3. The lightlike UIR's of ~ and the parity doubling 

Now we turn to the mass zero finite helicity UIR's of ~ ,  to be denoted {0, 2} with the 
helicity 2 = 0, ___ 1/2, _+ 1 ..... In such a UIR, 2 has a fixed value; for definiteness we ' 
assume it is nonzero and integral. For photons we need just 2 = _ 1. In the UIR {0, 2} 
both Casimir operators ~1 and c£ 2 vanish, while the pseudovector W~ becomes 
a multiple of Pu: 

{0,2}:~1 = ~2 = 0, 

W u = 2P,. (3.1) 

This explains why parity P cannot be defined within the space of a single UIR {0, 2}. 
For the present we will work with a single UIR with fixed 2, and at the end of this 
section we will turn to the question of accommodating parity. 

Towards setting up a basis of energy-momentum eigenfunctions for the Hilbert 
space .X~({0,2}) carrying the UIR {0,2}, analogous to eq. (2.14) for ~,~({m,s}), we 
begin by noting that the set E of all positive lightlike energy-momentum four- 
vectors is 

E = { p e ~ ' l p " p ,  = 0, pO > 0} (3.2) 

which is topologically nontrivial, since it is essentially ~ a _  {0} [8]. It is therefore 
convenient to express E as the union of two overlapping open subsets E N, Ys, each of 
which is topologically trivial. Using the light cone combinations p_+ = pO+ P3, we 
define 

E N= {peEIp+ >0},  

E s = {p~Elp_ >0},  

E = ENUZs; 

ENtrE s = {peEIp± = (pl,p2) ~ 0}. (3.3) 

The subscripts N, S indicate that the North pole on S 2 is included in E N, the South pole 
in Z s. 

Now we need to choose a standard or fiducial energy-momentum four-vector p~Ol, to 
replace the choice (2.11) in the time like case. We take p~O) to be 

p(0) = (1, 0, 0, 1). (3.4) 
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(No confusion is likely to arise in using the same symbol p(O) as before). Then we 
have 

p(o) = (1,0,0, - 1); 

p(°)~EN, CEs;/~(°)~Es, CEN. (3.5) 

Indeed, the p's omitted from Z~ (E s) are all positive multiples of i0 (°) (p(O)). The stability 
subgroup of p(O) is an E(2) subgroup in SL(2, C) 

ApW).aAt = p(O).a¢:, 

A = h((p, ct)~E(2) c SL (2, C), 

h((p, 0t) = (ei;/2 ~ ) 
e-iq~/2 , 

0~< tp ~<4z, ~ ( g .  (3J5) 

The topological nontriviality of E is the same as that of the coset space SL(2, C)/E(2), 
since E - SL(2, C)/E(2). 

In the space of the UIR {0, 2} the fiducial energy momentum eigenvector I p (°), 2 )  
is characterized by the fact that it provides a one-dimensional representation 
orE(2), 

U(h ((p, ~))lp (°) , 2 ) = e ix'p Ip (°), 2 ). (3.7) 

In terms of the infinitesimal generators J, K of rotations and pure Lorentz transform- 
ations, this means 

J31p (°), ;t ) = ;tip (°), 2 ), 

(Jx + K2)IP(°), 2 ) = ( J 2  - K1)]P(°), 2 )  = 0. (3.8) 

These eqs (3.7), (3.8) are the replacements for the earlier eq. (2.13) in the timelike case. 
Now we need to find, for each pEE, an SL(2, C) element whose associated Lorentz 
transformation will carry p(0) to p: this will enable us to set up other energy-momentum 
eigenvectors [P, 2),  and so build up a basis for W({0, 2}), similar to (2.14). However, in 
contrast to the timelike case this cannot be done in a globally smooth manner for all 
peZ [8]. This again is a consequence of the nontrivial topology of E --- SL(2, C)/E(2). 
The problem has to be handled separately over each of E N, Y s. To prepare for this, we 
employ the usual spherical polar angles 0, 4) on S z and define the unit vector n(0, ~b) and 
an element a(O, ~b)eSU(2) as follows: 

O<~O<~n, 0 ~< q~ ~<2n: 

n(0,  ~b) = n ( 2 n  - -  0, n + ~b) = - n(rt - 0, n + ~b) 

= (sin0cos~b, sin0sin~b, cos0); 

7 1 a(O, dp)=a(--O,~+ga)=exp -~-(~lsmth-a2cos~b ) eSU(2). (3.9) 
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We express a general p as p°(1,n(0,tD)) and see that E N, Z s correspond to 0 ~< 0 < r~, 
0 < 0 ~< 7r respectively. Whereas n(0, 4)) is well-defined all over S 2, a(O, O) is undefined at 
0 = rc (south pole). For a general n~S 2 we have 

a(O, dp)n'aa(O, (b) t = n"a, n' = (right handed rotation by angle 0 about 

( -  sinq~, cos~b, 0))n. (3.10) 

So in particular we get the useful relation 

a(O, ~b)n(0', ~p)'~a(O, q~)~ = n(0' + 0, ~b)-~. (3.11) 

Now a possible solution to the problem of constructing Lorentz transformations 
connecting p(O) to all p~Z is given by using separate boost and rotation factors in 
a step-by-step manner 

pEZN: l(p) = a(O, q~)exp(llnp°'a3), 

l (p)p(°) .ol(p)  * = p.tr; (3.12a) 

peZs: i'(p) = a(O - n, ~b)exp(- ½1np°'a3) ia 2, 

l ' (p)p(°).al '(p) * = p.a.  (3.12b) 

(Once again, the use of the symbol l(p) here should not cause any confusion with its use 
earlier in § 2.) In the structure of/'(p), the purpose of the first factor i a 2 is to switch p(O) to 
fro), and then [he rest follows easily. As is to be expected, in the overlap Z N c~ Ys, l(p) and 
l'(p) differ by an E(2) element on the right 

P~ZN ~ ~'s: l'(p) = l(p) h(2(n - (h), 0). (3.13) 

We also have the particular values 

l(p (°)) = 1, 

/,(p(o)) = ia2. (3.14) 

With the aid of these definitions we can set up a basis of energy-momentum eigenvec- 
tors for ,~, ({0, 2}) as 

p~ZN:]p,~. ) = U (l(p))lp(°),2 ) = U(a(O, c~))e-ir"lnv°.lp(°),2 ); 

p~Zs:lP,2)'  = U(l'(p))[p(°),2 ) = ~ ( a ( O -  n,O)).eiX31nf .ei~J~lp(O),2 ); 

p 6 Z N n Z s : l P ,  2 ) '  = e-  2i.~lp, 2); 

PU(Ip,2 ) or ]p ,2) ' )=  pU(lp,2) or lp, 2)'). (3.15) 

The overlap or transition rule results from eqs (3.7), (3.13). These definitions may be 
supplemented by the inner products 

(p',)~[p, 2 7  = p° 6(3)(p' --  p), 

'(p', 2fp, 2) '  = p°6(s)(p' - p). (3.16) 
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It is always implied that in Ip ,2)(Ip,2) ' )  the argument p is restricted to Zs(Zs). 
A general I ~b ) e,,~ ({0, 2}) has a single component momentum space wave function and 
squared norm given by 

~(p) = ( p , 2 l ~ ) ,  

dSP 2 
(¢'1¢') = J--~-I@(P)I • (3.17) 

Here since the part of Z omitted in Z N is a set of measure zero as far as the integral is 
concerned, we have used only the basis kets I P, 2) .  Moreover, starting from (3.7) and 
following through the definitions (3.15), one checks that 

Jslpt°),2) = 2lpt°),2); 

J'p/p°lp,2) = 21p,2), 

J 'p/p°lp,2) '= Alp, A)'. (3.18) 

For a general AeSL(2, C), the action of U(A) on IP, 2 )  or tP, 2) '  can be computed in 
a manner similar to the steps leading to (2.16). If p' = A (A)p is in the overlap Es ca Zs, 
the result can be expressed as a "Wigner phase" times I P', 2 )  or equally well as another 
"Wigner phase" times I P', 2 )'; on the other hand, ifp is a multiple of either prO) or/3 t°), the 
result can be written in only one way. Since we do not need these results explicitly, we 
omit the details. 

The choices for l(p), l'(p) in eqs (3.12) were based on simple step-by-step construc- 
tions to lead from prO) to p. Alternative choices, T(p) and ~ (p) say, more in the spirit of the 
expressions in (2.14) in the timelike case, are also available I-9] 

1 ~ -co) + -~.a" 

1 
p Zs: + - , ' p ) , l  = 

, / 2 p _  # 2 p _  

peZscaZs: ?(p) = T(p)h(2(lr - ~b), 2(1 - Ps)/IPll). (3.19) 

Again, these choices are E(2)-related to the earlier ones 

T(p) = l(p)h(O,(1 + 1/p°).tanO/2.e-i% 

T'(p) = l'(p)h(O,(1 - 1/p°).cotO/2.e'% (3.20) 

Since 0 ~< 0 < rt in the first case and 0 < 0 ~< rt in the second, these expressions are 
well-defined in their respective domains. Here the angle arguments in h( . . . . . . .  ) turn 
out to vanish, hence we get exactly the same energy-momentum eigenvectors as 
before, i.e. 

O (T(p) )I p{°),2 ) = U (l(p) )lp{°),2 ) = Ip,2), 

[7(T(p))lp t°), 2 )  = U(l'(p))lp (°), 2)  = Ip, 2 )'. (3.21) 

Having exhibited these alternative choices, we now revert to the earlier ones. 
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So far the analysis has been limited to the single UIR {0, 2} o f ~  for a fixed value of 2. 
To accommodate parity P we have to adjoin the inequivalent UIR {0, - 2} and work in 
the doubled Hilbert space ~¢t~({0, 2}) ~ ~e( {0, - 2}). This entails bringing in additional 
basis vectors Ip m), - 2}, [p, - 2} and [p, - 2 y  for ~,~e({0, - 2}) exactly as in (3.15). In 
this extended space we fix the action of P by assuming p2 = 1 and setting 

plp¢O~, + 2} = Ip ~°), -T- 2y .  (3.22) 

We need not include an intrinsic parity factor r/here as was done in (2.20) since in any 
case P switches vectors in the two subspaces g ({0, ___ 2}). One can now follow through 
the consequences of (3.22) by exploiting the basic relations (2.6) and the constructions 
(3.15) in each subspace to obtain 

PIp, + 2} = Iff, -T- 2Y, 

PIP, +-2y= I/~,-T-2}. (3.23) 

To these we adjoin the helicity statements in the extended space 

J.p/p°(Ip, + 2 )  or IP, ---2}')= ___ 2(Ip, + 2} or IP, + 2}% (3.24) 

For photons, we take 2 = 1: then lP, + 1 }, IP, + 1 }' correspond respectively to right 
and left circular polarizations. 

4. SU(2)  generators on the polarization space 

For fixed peE,  the two polarization states [p, ___ 2} (or IP, - 2}') form a basis for 
a two-dimensional polarization space. The existence of a group of SU(2) transform- 
ations acting on this space is obvious. Our aim is to see how to construct the generators 
of this SU(2) out of the generators o f ~  and parity P. From (3.24) the helicity operator is 
already diagonal in this space and acts like the third Pauli matrix tr 3. We need to build 
up analogues to O" 1 and a 2. 

Now we notice that parity P switches helicity + ;t to -T-2, but at the same time 
changes p = (pO, p) to p = (pO, _ p). We must therefore supplement action by P with 
a spatial rotation by amount n, about some axis perpendicular to p, which will bring 
- p back to p but leave helicity unaltered. Here we face the same topological problem 
which has appeared earlier in another gu ise -  it is impossible to find a p-dependent 
(unit) vector perpendicular to p, for all peS 2, in a singularity-free manner. However 
such nonsingular choices are available on E N, E s separately. We define e(p), e'(p) as 
follows: 

0 0 
peZr~:e(p) = n ( p 0 ) -  2sin~cos~bn ( p  ~b), 

le(p)l = 1, p .e (p)=0;  (4.1a) 

0 1 
peZs:e '(p ) = n(n/2, 0) - 2cos~cos ~bn (~(n + 0), ~), 

le'(p)l = 1, p'e '(p) = O. (4.1b) 
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These are by no means unique but suffice for our purposes; each is also unambiguously 
defined in the corresponding domain. Starting with peE  N we develop 

ei'~t°)'J Plp ,  +_ A> = ei~*t°)Zl~, -T- )~ >' 

= e i~'(p)'J iT(a(-  0, n + ~b))" e iK31nf, e in J2 I p (°), T- 2 > 

= e i~'~p)'a U(a(O, f lp))e  in J2" e- iK31np°"  I p (0), ~ ,~ ) 

= U(a(O, dp))" U(a(O, dp)- 1. e(i~/2~(p).,.a(O, dp) 

x e (ilt/2)'2)-e- iX'l"f Ip(°) , Yr 2 >. (4.2) 

The SU(2) element appearing here can be simplified after some algebra and use of (3.1 1) 
to give 

a (0, ~) - 1. e(i~/2)e(e).,.a (0, dp). e "~/2 )'~ 

= a(O, dp)- l ie(p).oa(O, ~b) i0" 2 

= - ia 3 = e -(i~/2)~. (4.3) 

Using this in (4.2) we get 

e"~(P)JPlp , - I -2)  = U(a(O, dp))'e-i~J3-iK'laf "lp(°), -T- 2 > 

= e~ lp ,  ~ 2).  (4.4) 

By analogous calculations for peE  s we again find 

ei~C(P)'J Plp,  +_ 2 ~' = e i~lp ,  -T- 2>'. (4.5) 

Thus these operator expressions act essentially like the first Pauli matrix a~ in the 
polarization space. 

For photons we set 2 = 1. At each fixed p, we may then make the following 
identifications 

J'P/Po ~ aa, 

- -  eiTte(P)'J e ~ 0-1 

i J ' p  e ine(p) 'J P --* (4.6) 0.2. 

Here for definiteness we assumed P~N" The meaning is that we are working in a basis 
of circular polarization states, and in that basis the Hilbert space operators standing on 
the left reduce in their actions to the Pauli matrices on the right. Apart from factors of 
-1 these are the generators of the group of SU(2) transformations familiar in polariz- 2, 
ation optics. 

In the correspondence (4.6) only J and P are to be treated as Hilbert space operators 
while p~ are c-numbers. One may wonder whether the latter could be replaced by the 
operators P~, and whether one would then somehow obtain an SU(2) algebra not tied 
down to basis states IP, + 2 )  for specific f .  This however does not work out due to 
operator ordering problems. One is obliged to f irs t  pick some numerical f ,  and then 
use the correspondence (4.6) only for action on the states IP, + 2) ,  IP, + 2)' .  
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5. Concluding remarks 

In this paper we have focussed on the operator aspects of the description of 
photon polarization states, taking as primary inputs the concerned UIR's of ~ ,  
the operators available in such representations, and the parity operation. This is 
in the spirit of the definition of elementary systems in relativistic quantum mechanics. 
We have highlighted many novel features that arise in the treatment of massless 
particles as compared to massive ones, which can all be traced back to the nontrivial 
topology of the coset space SL(2, C)/E(2), or of the positive light cone with tip removed. 
We have emphasized the crucial role played by the parity operation in being able 
to create a two-dimensional polarization space, and in the construction of operators 
realizing the SU(2) Lie algebra on this space, at each fixed energy-momentum. 
In a general sense, we can say that while for electrons the operator description of 
spin precedes the description in terms of spin states, for photons it is usually the 
description of various polarization states that is physically immediate. We have tried 
here to supplement this by an operator description in as straightforward a manner as 
possible. 

Our handling of the topological features involved, and avoidance of singularities in 
expressions, leaves considerable freedom in the choices of coset representatives l(p), 
l'(p), fields of vectors e(p), e'(p) perpendicular to p, etc. What must be clear is that there 
is an essential momentum dependence in these constructions which cannot be elimin- 
ated. For each pEZ, we do have an SU(2) group acting on the corresponding 
polarization space; however, these various SU (2)'s are not representatives of any single 
natural globally defined SU(2) at all. In particular there is no relation to the geometri- 
cal group of rigid rotations in physical space, as there is in the definition of spin for 
massive particles. 

This helps us answer a question which is not as naive as one may at first imagine. 
Suppose we have two photons with distinct energy momenta p, p' respectively. Can one 
treat their separate two-dimensional polarization state spaces as though they were like 
spin half particle states, couple the two photon polarizations to "total spins" 1 or 0, and 
handle them just as one would handle the spins of two electrons? The answer is that this 
is not physically well founded, since the SU(2) groups involved are momentum 
dependent; there is little meaning to the action of"one and the same SU(2) element" on 
both photon polarizations on account of the conventions and freedoms involved in 
identifying the SU(2) generators for each p. 
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